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Goal: hide metadata
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Abstract

Tor is the second generation Onion Router, supporting
the anonymous transport of TCP streams over the Inter-
net. Its low latency makes it very suitable for common
tasks, such as web browsing, but insecure against traffic-
analysis attacks by a global passive adversary. We present
new traffic-analysis techniques that allow adversaries with
only a partial view of the network to infer which nodes are
being used to relay the anonymous streams and therefore
greatly reduce the anonymity provided by Tor. Furthermore,
we show that otherwise unrelated streams can be linked
back to the same initiator. Our attack is feasible for the
adversary anticipated by the Tor designers. Our theoreti-
cal attacks are backed up by experiments performed on the
deployed, albeit experimental, Tor network. Our techniques
should also be applicable to any low latency anonymous
network. These attacks highlight the relationship between
the field of traffic-analysis and more traditional computer
security issues, such as covert channel analysis. Our re-
search also highlights that the inability to directly observe
network links does not prevent an attacker from performing
traffic-analysis: the adversary can use the anonymising net-
work as an oracle to infer the traffic load on remote nodes
in order to perform traffic-analysis.

1 Introduction

Anonymous communication networks were first intro-
duced by David Chaum in his seminal paper [10] describing
the mix as a fundamental building block for anonymity. A
mix acts as a store-and-forward relay that hides the corre-
spondence between messages it receives and sends. Sev-
eral mix based architectures have been proposed and im-
plemented to anonymise email, most notably Babel [26],
Mixmaster [30] and the newer Mixminion [15]. Their la-
tency is tolerable for email, but is unsuitable for interactive
applications such as web browsing.

Other systems, based on the idea of a mix, were de-
veloped to carry low latency traffic. ISDN mixes [33]
propose a design that allows phone conversations to be
anonymised, and web-mixes [6] follow the same design pat-
terns to anonymise web traffic. A service based on these
ideas, the Java Anon Proxy (JAP)1 has been implemented
and is running at the University of Dresden. These ap-
proaches work in a synchronous fashion, which is not well
adapted for the asynchronous nature of widely deployed
TCP/IP networks [8].

The Onion Routing project has been working on stream-
level, low-latency, high-bandwidth anonymous communi-
cations [35]. Their latest design and implementation,
Tor [18], has many attractive features, including forward se-
curity and support for anonymous servers. These features,
and its ease of use, have already made it very popular, and
a testing network, available for public use, already has 50
nodes acting as onion routers (as of November 2004).

Tor aims to protect the anonymity of its users from non-
global adversaries. This means that the adversary has the
ability to observe and control some part of the network, but
not its totality. Similarly, the adversary is assumed to be ca-
pable of controlling some fraction of Tor nodes. By making
these assumptions, the designers of Tor believe it is safe to
employ only minimal mixing of the stream cells that are re-
layed, therefore lowering the latency overhead of the com-
munication.

This choice of threat model, with its limitation of the ad-
versaries’ powers, has been a subject of controversy in the
anonymity community, yet most of the discussion has fo-
cused on assessing whether these restrictions of attackers’
capabilities are ‘realistic’ or not. We leave this discussion
aside and instead show that traffic-analysis attacks can be
successfully mounted against Tor even within this very re-
stricted threat model.

Our attacks are based on the notion that the timing signa-
ture of an anonymised stream can be used to track it in the

1http://anon.inf.tu-dresden.de/
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ABSTRACT
We present the first analysis of the popular Tor anonymity network
that indicates the security of typical users against reasonably realis-
tic adversaries in the Tor network or in the underlying Internet. Our
results show that Tor users are far more susceptible to compromise
than indicated by prior work. Specific contributions of the paper
include (1) a model of various typical kinds of users, (2) an adver-
sary model that includes Tor network relays, autonomous systems
(ASes), Internet exchange points (IXPs), and groups of IXPs drawn
from empirical study, (3) metrics that indicate how secure users are
over a period of time, (4) the most accurate topological model to
date of ASes and IXPs as they relate to Tor usage and network con-
figuration, (5) a novel realistic Tor path simulator (TorPS), and (6)
analyses of security making use of all the above. To show that our
approach is useful to explore alternatives and not just Tor as cur-
rently deployed, we also analyze a published alternative path se-
lection algorithm, Congestion-Aware Tor. We create an empirical
model of Tor congestion, identify novel attack vectors, and show
that it too is more vulnerable than previously indicated.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.0 [Computer-Communication Networks]: General—Secu-
rity and protection
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1. INTRODUCTION
Tor is a volunteer-operated anonymity network that is estimated

to protect the privacy of hundreds of thousands of daily users [13,
22]. However, Tor is known to be insecure against an adversary
that can observe a user’s traffic entering and exiting the anonymity
network. Quite simple and efficient techniques can correlate traffic
at these separate locations by taking advantage of identifying traf-
fic patterns [29]. As a result, the user and his destination may be
identified, completely subverting the protocol’s security goals.
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The traffic correlation problem in Tor has seen much attention
in the literature. Prior Tor security analyses often consider entropy
or similar statistical measures as metrics of the security provided
by the system at a static point in time. In addition, while prior
metrics of security may provide useful information about overall
usage, they typically do not tell users how secure a type of behav-
ior is. Further, similar previous work has thus far only considered
adversaries that control either a subset of the members of the Tor
network, a single autonomous system (AS), or a single Internet ex-
change point (IXP). These analyses have missed important char-
acteristics of the network, such as that a single organization often
controls several geographically diverse ASes or IXPs. That organi-
zation may have malicious intent or undergo coercion, threatening
users of all network components under its control.

Given the severity of the traffic correlation problem and its se-
curity implications, we develop an analysis framework for evaluat-
ing the security of various user behaviors on the live Tor network
and show how to concretely apply this framework by performing a
comprehensive evaluation of the security of the Tor network [41]
against the threat of complete deanonymization. To enable such an
analysis, we develop a detailed model of a network adversary that
includes (i) the largest and most accurate system for AS path in-
ference yet applied to Tor and (ii) a thorough analysis of the threat
of Internet exchange points and IXP coalitions. We also develop
realistic metrics that inform this analysis, considering the network
topology as it evolves over time, for example, as new relays are
introduced and others go offline.

Our analysis shows that 80% of all types of users may be de-
anonymized by a relatively moderate Tor-relay adversary within six
months. Our results also show that against a single AS adversary
roughly 100% of users in some common locations are deanonymized
within three months (95% in three months for a single IXP). Fur-
ther, we find that an adversary controlling two ASes instead of one
reduces the median time to the first client de-anonymization by an
order of magnitude: from over three months to only 1 day for a typ-
ical web user; and from over three months to roughly one month for
a BitTorrent user. This clearly shows the dramatic effect an adver-
sary that controls multiple ASes can have on security.

We observe that since the relays that comprise Tor’s egress points
may independently specify IP and port-based access control poli-
cies, the set of relays available for anonymous circuits is dependent
on the user’s application (web browsing, IRC, BitTorrent, etc.). We
examine how this choice of application affects the security of the
user’s anonymous connections. Our analysis shows that BitTorrent
users not only degrade performance of the Tor network for every-
body else, but against a Tor-relay adversary they get significantly
less anonymity protection than typical users. They are bested for
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This paper sheds light on crucial weaknesses in the
design of hidden services that allow us to break the
anonymity of hidden service clients and operators pas-
sively. In particular, we show that the circuits, paths
established through the Tor network, used to commu-
nicate with hidden services exhibit a very different be-
havior compared to a general circuit. We propose two
attacks, under two slightly different threat models, that
could identify a hidden service client or operator using
these weaknesses. We found that we can identify the
users’ involvement with hidden services with more than
98% true positive rate and less than 0.1% false positive
rate with the first attack, and 99% true positive rate and
0.07% false positive rate with the second. We then re-
visit the threat model of previous website fingerprinting
attacks, and show that previous results are directly ap-
plicable, with greater efficiency, in the realm of hidden
services. Indeed, we show that we can correctly deter-
mine which of the 50 monitored pages the client is visit-
ing with 88% true positive rate and false positive rate as
low as 2.9%, and correctly deanonymize 50 monitored
hidden service servers with true positive rate of 88% and
false positive rate of 7.8% in an open world setting.

1 Introduction
In today’s online world where gathering users’ per-
sonal data has become a business trend, Tor [14] has
emerged as an important privacy-enhancing technology
allowing Internet users to maintain their anonymity on-
line. Today, Tor is considered to be the most popular
anonymous communication network, serving millions of
clients using approximately 6000 volunteer-operated re-
lays, which are run from all around the world [3].

In addition to sender anonymity, Tor’s hidden services
allow for receiver anonymity. This provides people with
a free haven to host and serve content without the fear
of being targeted, arrested or forced to shut down [11].

⇤Joint first author.

As a result, many sensitive services are only accessi-
ble through Tor. Prominent examples include human
rights and whistleblowing organizations such as Wik-
ileaks and Globalleaks, tools for anonymous messag-
ing such as TorChat and Bitmessage, and black markets
like Silkroad and Black Market Reloaded. Even many
non-hidden services, like Facebook and DuckDuckGo,
recently have started providing hidden versions of their
websites to provide stronger anonymity guarantees.

That said, over the past few years, hidden services
have witnessed various active attacks in the wild [12, 28],
resulting in several takedowns [28]. To examine the se-
curity of the design of hidden services, a handful of at-
tacks have been proposed against them. While they have
shown their effectiveness, they all assume an active at-
tacker model. The attacker sends crafted signals [6] to
speed up discovery of entry guards, which are first-hop
routers on circuits, or use congestion attacks to bias entry
guard selection towards colluding entry guards [22]. Fur-
thermore, all previous attacks require a malicious client
to continuously attempt to connect to the hidden service.

In this paper, we present the first practical passive
attack against hidden services and their users called
circuit fingerprinting attack. Using our attack, an at-
tacker can identify the presence of (client or server) hid-
den service activity in the network with high accuracy.
This detection reduces the anonymity set of a user from
millions of Tor users to just the users of hidden ser-
vices. Once the activity is detected, we show that the
attacker can perform website fingerprinting (WF) attacks
to deanonymize the hidden service clients and servers.
While the threat of WF attacks has been recently criti-
cized by Juarez et al. [24], we revisit their findings and
demonstrate that the world of hidden services is the ideal
setting to wage WF attacks. Finally, since the attack
is passive, it is undetectable until the nodes have been
deanonymized, and can target thousands of hosts retroac-
tively just by having access to clients’ old network traffic.
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Contribution
• Vuvuzela: the first private messaging system that hides 

metadata from powerful adversaries for millions of users 

• Vuvuzela scales linearly with the number of users 

• Differential privacy for millions of messages per user 
for one million users 

• 37s end-to-end message latency 

• 60,000 messages / second throughput 

• Good match for private text-based messaging



Vuvuzela overview
• Handful of servers arranged in a chain 
• Users send/receive messages through 

the first server

Bob

Alice

Charlie

Server 1 Server 2 Server 3

• Last server decides who gets 
what messages and sends 
them back down the chain



Vuvuzela’s two protocols
Dialing protocol:

Initiate conversation session between two users

Bob

Alice

Charlie

Conversation protocol:
Exchange messages between two users



Threat model

Bob

Alice

Charlie

• All users might be malicious 
(besides you and your friends) 

• PKI: users know each other’s keys

• All but one server are compromised 

• Adversary is active (can knock users 
offline, tamper with messages, etc)



Metadata privacy
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Metadata privacy
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Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

traffic analysis 
hacked servers47D1FC9A…

?? ?



Approach to scalable privacy

• Use efficient cryptography to encrypt as much 
metadata as possible. 

• Add noise to metadata that we can’t “encrypt.” 

• Use differential privacy to reason about how much 
privacy the noise gives us.



Dead drops prevent users 
from talking directly
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Dead drop: a place to 
leave a message that 

another user can pick up



Talking via dead drops
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Message: “Hi Bob! How’s it going?”Dead drop: zzp8ns0nrxt3g9efb6c 
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Conversation protocol
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Dead drop: zzp8ns0nrxt3g9efb6c 

Message: “Hi Bob! How’s it going?”Dead drop: zzp8ns0nrxt3g9efb6c 

Message: “”

1Round



Conversation protocol

Bob

Alice

Charlie

Dead drop: Fsdd5vPMLH3KARqE2a Message: “”

Dead drop: Fsdd5vPMLH3KARqE2a 

Message: “I’m good, thanks!”

2Round



Conversation protocol
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Conversation protocol
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Messages are encrypted
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Dead drop: Fsdd5vPMLH3KARqE2a Message: WCzdjL5wBNpJUtt9tE7…

Dead drop: Fsdd5vPMLH3KARqE2a 

Message: yjT1QWsVk8qW4uP6gEj…



Idle clients send cover traffic
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Idle clients send cover traffic
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Dead drop: uy06ZOuTTvrERU7rCh 

Message: JwXpDGH5reB627KOs0…



Dead drops give privacy
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Dead drops give privacy



Mixnet hides origin of 
messages
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Are we done yet?
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Are we done yet?
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Challenge: dead drop counts 

reveal access patterns



Demo!
Let’s see why access counts are a problem.



Solution: Each server adds 
noise

Bob

Alice

Charlie
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Fake exchanges (noise)



What is noise?

Dead drop: 3nPki8GbZWfXRyw61wk 
Message: nE7yvLJLeiCvcD1Cu62… 

Dead drop: 3nPki8GbZWfXRyw61wk 
Message: 4QjdRfoB7GoEEb0vtMjf…

Dead drop: kt2JnceRb7ieU3M1k5Oj 
Message: mb4ZgDABTLTtm9rUZzV… 

Dead drop: kt2JnceRb7ieU3M1k5Oj 
Message: wYNxuyoOiP9Ffjr4LKtv38…

Dead drop: RY9VjW4XROtTcbnZPaJ
Message: Bzizd2loCIeXdIfHU33mds…

Dead drop: LWnyE3AB2TTmUcCGL 
Message: k1bVsoTVlJQTEy92Vxd1o… 

Dead drop: LWnyE3AB2TTmUcCGL 
Message: mTLa2cdkKgzADt0oJm8s…

Dead drop: t53c81TtFdmBCzFLQ7Q
Message: rCCnMCttJ8C8JMthLxN8…

Dead drop: pavnHQmuegSmvXz6Y5
Message: IuA94shFx7okpZdBacjBg…

Fake singles Fake doubles



Demo!
Vuvuzela with noise is effective!



Formalizing privacy guarantee

BobAlice

Vuvuzela 

𝜺 × Pr[ i | not Alice talked to Bob] Pr[ i | Alice talked to Bob] 

BobAlice

Vuvuzela 

≈



(𝜀,𝛿) differential privacy, simplified

BobAlice

Vuvuzela 

𝜺 × Pr[ i | not Alice talked to Bob] Pr[ i | Alice talked to Bob] 

BobAlice

Vuvuzela 

≤



Noise achieves DP
• Let d be the number of dead drops with two 

accesses in a single round. 

• To make d differentially private, we need to make 
these distributions very close (indistinguishable):

Pr[ d=x | Alice talked to Bob] Pr[ d=x | not Alice talked to Bob]
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Generating this distribution

250
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Dead drops with two messages

Constraints:
• Can’t have negative dead drops 
• Distributions have to be close enough for 

differential privacy

Pr[ d=x | Alice talked to Bob] Pr[ d=x | not Alice talked to Bob]



Generating this distribution
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Dead drops with two messages

Constraints:
• Can’t have negative dead drops 
• Distributions have to be close enough for 

differential privacy

Average noise is 
hundreds of fake 

messages

Pr[ d=x | Alice talked to Bob] Pr[ d=x | not Alice talked to Bob]



Privacy degrades every round

• Each round leaks metadata 

• We want differential privacy after sending many messages 

• This means adding more noise to support more messages.



Vuvuzela’s approach to noise
• More noise means privacy for more messages. 

• Add as much noise as possible, while still keeping the 
system practical. 

• Use differential privacy to compute how much privacy 
users get. 

• Using composition theorem [Dwork & Roth 2014] 

• We picked: 300,000 fake singles and 300,000 fake 
doubles per server per round.



Privacy with 300,000 noise 
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Pr[ i | Alice talked to Bob] ≤ 𝜺 × Pr[ i | not Alice talked to Bob] 



Eve is very evil
• Alice sees previous graph and sends Eve many 

messages through Vuvuzela. 

• Will NSA arrest Alice for talking to Eve? 

• Probably: using Vuvuzela is already suspicious 

• Will a fair jury convict Alice of talking to Eve? 

• Unlikely: Vuvuzela observations are not damning 
evidence!



Alice gets a fair trial

• Jury is already 50% certain Alice did the crime 
(NSA is intimidating, other evidence, etc) 

• Beyond unreasonable doubt = 90% certainty



Alice is innocent for millions 
of messages 
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Implementation
• 3,000 lines of Go 

• Untrusted entry server manages user connections 

• Entry server notifies clients when a new round 
starts 

• Available soon on Github: 

• github.com/davidlazar/vuvuzela

http://github.com/davidlazar/vuvuzela


Evaluation

• Can Vuvuzela servers support a large number of 
users and messages? 

• Does Vuvuzela provide acceptable performance?



Asymptotic performance

• Noise is independent of number of users. 

• Performance is linear in number of users 

• Bandwidth, latency, CPU



Setup

Client VMs

Entry 
server

Server 1 Server 2 Server 3

36 cores per VM
10 Gbps links



Acceptable end-to-end 
latency for text messaging
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Performance bottlenecks
• CPU bound 

• Dominated by mixnet operations 

• High bandwidth cost 

• 166 MB/s for servers, 12 KB/s for clients 

• Can lower bandwidth by increasing latency 
linearly



 Conclusion
•Problem: hide metadata in a secure and scalable way. 
•Approach:

•Encrypt as much metadata as possible. 
•Add noise to obscure remaining metadata. 
•Formalized privacy guarantee with differential privacy 

•Vuvuzela: scalable private messaging without metadata 
•Scales linearly with number of users 
•Privacy for millions of messages per user → 37s latency 
•60,000 messages / second of throughput



What happens after 2M?

• Privacy for lifetime of messages is unrealistic under this configuration 

• User’s should change their expectation to just expect privacy for a subset 
of messages 

• Example: privacy just for important messages. 

• Example: privacy just for recent messages. 

• User does not need to specify which subset of messages to keep private 

• Vuvuzela’s guarantee holds for any (small) subset of messages that 
the adversary cares about


